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1 N 7814 9:15 PM 10/29/2008 Back porch 5/10 6/10 4.93 18.95 SN-10

Positioned the scope using the m6 star that almost touches the galaxy 

using the 8x50 finder. 78x shows a faint, nearly circular fuzzy patch 

that gradually brightens toward the center, but no stellar core. 127x 

shows a stronger core; add averted vision and the core seems stellar. 43

2 N 40 1:15 AM 10/5/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 7/10 5.6 20.23 SN-10

Star hop from apex of Cepheus using 12x80 finder following parallel 

rows of stars that lead to the PN.  At 78x (13mm), the PN is round 

with a central star clearly visible. No color seen - very neutral (grey) - 

but non-stellar fuzzy spot is the thing that locates this PN. Takes 

magnification well - using the 3-6mm zoom (169x - 339x) shows 

details with more clarity. Still no ccolorations, but central star is 

clearly surrounded by nebulosity.  Appears to have a dimmer portion 

directly around the star, but this may be an illusion caused by the 

bright star.  O III filter detracts the central star AND the nebulosity: do 

not use. [RASC Finest NGC #110]. 2 110

3 N 55 10:55 PM 11/1/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 5/10 4.5 19.50 SN-10

Found this Sculptor G by eyepiece star hopping with the 13mm (77' 

fov). Shows as a faint elongated glow.  127x shows faint elongated G, 

but transparency is variable this low (ele=13.5d, near max of 13.7). No 

lanes, non-stellar core, and mottled near the brightest region. 72

4 N 147 12:25 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.11 SN-10

Much harder & fainter than neighboring galaxy (N 185 - see RASC #6 

on 10/21/08), this G in Cas has a lower surface brightness. The two Gs 

just miss fitting in the same fov with the 8mm at 127x (they fit in the 

13mm at 78x).   N 147 has ill-defined boundaries, but seems round 

with a gradual brightening towards a soft center. 17

5 N 185 11:35 PM 10/21/2008 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.2 19.24 SN-10

Found by placing location (not object) in 8x50.  At 78x, the galaxy is a 

moderate sized round glow. At 127x, it is a glow that brightens 

gradually toward the center.  The center is a non-stellar broad circular 

region. (see RASC Finest NGC #6) 18 6

6 N 188 12:35 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.11 SN-10

Large but weak OC in Cephus at 78x, with three brighter members 

enclosing a dozen fainter stars. Another 6 or so brighter stars are in 

the fov of the 13mm away from the core - not sure if these are 

members, as this OC is not well separated from the background. 

About 40 stars counted at 127x, and the OC fillls most of the 47' fov. 1

7 N 246 10:30 PM 11/1/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 5/10 4.5 19.50 SN-10

This PN in Cetus is faint and has several stars interior/superimposed. 

While locating with the 13mm (78x), the 3 bright stars in/on the 

nebula are easily seen, but not much nebulosity (suspected, though). 

Adding the O III makes the nebula pop out - earsing any doubt, but it 

is still not bright. 127x (8mm) used to study - a brighter region of 

circular, large nebulosity is seen (w/ O III). (Stars were sketched with 

no filter). No color observed. Not certain which, if any, are the central 

star. [RASC Finest NGC #15] 56 15

8 N 247 10:05 PM 11/1/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 5/10 4.5 19.50 SN-10

78x shows this G in Cetus as a very faint extended area between two 

stars. 127x shows orientation of elongated galaxy - if using averted 

vision - to be NW-SE. Core is not stellar. 62

9 N 253 2:45 AM 9/28/2008 Back porch 5/10 5/10 4 18.50 SN-10

This galaxy, low in the sky, is a large, faint, diffuse oval best seen with 

averted vision.  The galaxy can be held with direct vision, but the 

extent is greated with the averted view. No lanes or foreground stars 

seen. Little concentration towards center.  [RASC #13 Finest NGC]. 65 13

9 N 253 1:00 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.11 SN-10 Repeated drawing of N 253 - compare to 9/28/2008. 65 13

10 N 300 11:20 PM 11/1/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 5/10 4.5 19.50 SN-10

This Sculptor G required matching fields with Uranometria (Chart 176) 

while meticulously comparing fields with the 13mm (78x). Averted 

vision and shaking the scope helps. Possible stellar core, although it 

seems like a foreground star. Large, nearly circular, faint. 70

11 IC 1613 1:40 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.26 SN-10

This G in Cetus is very very faint and moderate sized, so low surface 

brightness. 78x and 127x shows a smudge - so weak, it is hard to 

define a shape (averted vision a must most of the time). 51
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12 N 457 1:30 AM 7/27/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6 5 4.7 19.70 TV101

The Owl or "ET" cluster.  The double f Cas sits just next to this OC, and 

forms ET's relatively bright eyes while the OC forms his body and 

outstretched arms, complete with outsized finger!  42x using 13mm 

Ethos (2.4 deg true fov) gives a great scale to see this "ET" shape 

clearly while showing the rich background as well. (GREAT 

SHOWPIECE).  OC stars are easily resolved at 42x, with more than a 

dozen individual stars. The double star is a beautiful pair, widely 

separated (>2'), mismatched in brightness (5th & 7th mag), but similar 

yellow color. 13 8

13 N 559 2:35 AM 10/31/2008 Back porch 6/10 7/10 5.1 19.32 SN-10

Not seen in finder. At 78x this OC appears as a faint hazy patch at the 

end of a "sheppard's hook" of stars (one at mag 8, another 8 or 9 at 

m10-12). At 127x, the stars are mostly resolved into faint individuals, 

but still some unresolved glow is seen.  Well separated from 

background. 8

14 N 663 1:40 AM 10/13/2008 Back porch 6/10 5/10 3.5 17.63 SN-10

OC has stars of diverse brightness. Several (4-6) are brighter than the 

balance, which persists to the point where the center seems to be just 

a glow of unresolved faint stars. Dozens of members visible at 127x.  

OC picked up in 8x50 finder. N 654 and 659 nearby [RASC Finest NGC 

#9] 10 9

15 N 752 1:50 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.26 SN-10

This large OC in Andromeda is visible in the 8x50 finder.  Too large for 

the 78x 13mm Ethos (77' fov), more than a 100 stars fill the fov. 

Cluster has a fuzzy section at its center at 78x.  127x still shows a hazy 

region; maybe fainter stars are unresolved. 28

16 N 869/884 2:35 AM 10/13/2008 Back porch 6/10 5/10 3.5 18.17 SN-10

The double OCs are in a beautiful, rich fov. Both clusters just fit in the 

127x fov (8mm Ethos). Hundreds of stars. The view at 78x with the 

13mm Ethos shows separation from the background better, but the 

higher magnification (127x) brings out more stars. Awesome. [RASC 

Finest NGC #17] 14 17

17 N 891 12:05 AM 10/22/2008 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.2 19.24 SN-10

Galaxy was not visible in 8x50, but positioned scope to proper field 

using finder.  The galaxy was located using 78x, where it was seen as a 

faint, very thin streak.  At 127x, averted vision shows the long extent 

of this faint edge-on galaxy. The center section grows in brightness to 

a slightly brighter level than the other parts of the galaxy. Hints of a 

lane, but that feature is not sustained with direct vision. [RASC Finest 

NGC #12] 23 12

18 N 1097 2:45 AM 11/9/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 5/10 4.4 19.47 SN-10

Star hop through finder/scope using UA#175. Faint, slightly elongated 

streak at 78x. 127x shows stellar central spot on the gradually 

brightening outer reaches of this Galaxy in Fornax. 67

19 N 1275 11:55 PM 11/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6/10 7/10 5.5 19.89 SN-10

Perseus A galaxy. Faint round spot with central condensation at 78x. 

127x shows additional nebulosity to the N (adjacent/tangent to 

N1275). N 1275 is round, brightens quickly to a stellar core. 24

20 IC 342 1:30 AM 11/27/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6/10 7/10 5.5 19.90 SN-10

Faint scattering of stars at 78x throughout fov - but at 127x, one 

region has 6 stars, various magnitudes, in a line next to a region that 

has one standout plus a faint glow.  Could be nebulosity or unresolved 

fainter stars. Positioned with UA chart 16. small sketch in original log. 5

21 Haydes 3:40 AM 9/28/2008 Back porch 5/10 6/10 5.1 19.20 10x50

The two tip ends and the vertex of the large "V" shape fill the fov 

(including Aldebaran, which isn't a true member of the Haydes). Big, 

loose group, but more than 50 stars counted. 41

22 N 1851 2:25 AM 11/9/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 4/10 5/10 4.4 19.47 SN-10

Found by setting the field (not image) in 8x50 finder. 78x (13mm) 

shows a bright, compact ball with resolved stars at the edges of this 

GC in Columba. The center is still unresolved at 127x (8mm), but the 

brightness gradient is flat.  Conc Class 3. 73

23 IC 405 11:40 PM 12/2/2008

Backyard 

6/10 5/10 5.4 19.19 SN-10

Nebula surrounding AE Aurigae, which the star is easy to locate 

(brightest item near target area), but the nebulosity is invisible 

without a filter.  OIII showed slight hint of nebulosity at 78x through 

169x. UHC filter was better. At 169x, the nebula displays an arc-shape 

to the NE of the star along with other spotty regions around the star. 31
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24 N 2237+ 3:30 AM 12/8/2008 Back porch 8/10 8/10 5.5 19.07 SN-10

The emission nebula's associated OC (N 2244) is visible in the 8x50 

finder.  Used 24mm (42x) for this large nebula as it is the lowest 

power / widest fov and exit pupil that will fit my eyes. The nebulosity 

was seen without using a filter, but it is much better with either the O 

III or UHC (the sketch was with the O III).  About 60 stars at the low 

power with the O III; unfiltered shows a few more.  The nebulosity is 

strongest just N of the OC, but it extends everywhere around it.  

There is a void or weak region to the S. With the O III or UHC, this EN 

is somewhat faint, but can be seen without averted vision.  Averted 

vision helps, and occurs almost by default while scanning the large 

object. The OC is moderately detached, but nebulosity may be 

obscuring the otherwise rich background.  The OC (N 2244) is loose, 

moderately poor with about 60 stars of varying magnitude. [RASC 

Finest NGC #32]. 49 32

25 N 2244 3:30 AM 12/8/2008 Back porch 8/10 8/10 5.5 19.07 SN-10 see N 2237+ [RASC Finest NGC #32] 50

26 N 2261 4:15 AM 12/8/2008 Back porch 8/10 8/10 5.5 19.07 SN-10

Hubble's Variable Nebula was located by centering location (not 

object) in 8x50.  Used 78x with O III, UHC, and unfiltered, and the 

unfiltered view is best.  Though small, the nebula pops out with 

averted vision making it easy to find.  The nebula is V shaped with a 

faint star at its apex. The V is pointed S, while the western edge is 

diffuse and maybe crooked. The esatern edge is straighter and 

sharper. [RASC Finest NGC #33]. 46 33

27 N 2360 10:25 PM 12/29/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6/10 7/10 5.5 19.79 SN-10

This large OC is visible in the 8x50 finder, and it fills about a quarter of 

the view at 78x (13mm Ethos). One minor standout to the E, and a 

bright field star off on the W edge.  There are over 100 stars at 127x; 

several faint members uncounted. Three lines of stars form two lanes 

that run N-S.  Nice OC! 58

28 N 2362 4:30 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.32 SN-10

Bright OC in Canis Major is easy to locate using delta. A bright (m5) 

star lies N of the cluster; this and the cluster are visible in the 8x50 

finder. N 2362 is moderately size, but not well detached (especially on 

the NE side). About 40 stars counted (see sketch). A very weak 

nebulous general glow surrounds the brightest star. 64

29 N 2392 5:05 AM 11/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

College Crk

-76.6987, 

+37.21982 7/10 8/10 5.5 20.32 SN-10

Bright PN in Gem is easy to locate using Wasat. 78x (13mm) shows 

extended object, mostly round with bright interior. 127x shows more 

variation from circular for the inner most bright section. At 169-339x 

(3-6mm zoom), there is structure with O III filter enhancing the 

details. With no filter, the PN looks structureless and circular, glowing 

with a central condensation that is nearly stellar. Gray color, or 

maybe a slight green (not pronounced). None of the name-sake spikes 

were seen as spikes. [RASC Finest NGC #31]. 39 31

30 N 2403 11:50 PM 12/30/2008 Back porch 9/10 7/10 5 19.23 SN-10

This galaxy is visible in the 8x50 finderscope. At 78x, it is bright and 

very large diffuse glow situated in a field with a few bright stars.  At 

127x, the shape is irregular - not quite round - and several clumps of 

denser regions are seen.  Gradually brighter towards a stellar center, 

but not symmetric in shape. [RASC Finest NGC #37]. 7 37

31 N 2419 11:30 PM 12/30/2008 Back porch 9/10 7/10 5 19.23 SN-10

Found using 78x, this GC has a mottled region that is a very slightly 

oval smudge. Easy to see, situated next two two stars. 127x shows 

some individual stars on the perimeter, and central region has a slow 

brightness gradient. Center is unresolvable. Concentration Class 3. 25

32 N 2477 12:30 AM 1/3/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 8/10 5.75 20.15 SN-10

Next to a m4.6 star, this rich OC is easy to locate.  At 78x, it is a nice 

rich cluster of uniformly bright stars. Large and moderately loose with 

no standouts. At 127x, there are over a hundred stars, and fills the 

6mm fov (18'). Nice irregular shaped cluster - too bad it is so low! 71

33 N 2506 2:30 AM 1/3/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 8/10 5.75 20.15 SN-10

78x  shows the tight OC as a general glow with 2 prominent regions 

highlighted by a double on the West segment and about 4 standouts 

on the Eastern segment. 127x shows stars throughout and inbetween 

the two sections (as does 169x to 254x). Seems like a smaller fainter 

Double Cluster - nice OC for the non-novice, but too faint to be a 

showpiece. 54
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34 N 2775 1:40 AM 1/22/2009

Backyard 

7/10 8/10 5.5 19.11 SN-10

This galaxy's bright compact nucleus is easy to spot at 78x. 127x with 

averted vision shows this galaxy's extent: the nebulosity is large and 

becomes gradually brighter until the nuclear region. The brightness 

holds before increasing going toward an extended non-stellar center.  

Going toward the center, the brightness increases quickly to a stellar 

core at 127x and 169x. (Face-on spiral?). 254x and 339x are too much 

magnification. 48

35 N 3115 2:45 AM 1/3/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 8/10 5.75 20.15 SN-10

This galaxy is a bright, obvious streak at 78x. 127x shows detail in the 

central bulge, where the galaxy slowly brightens toward the central 

elongated region. Streaky feature is faint and ill defined, but it runs 

along the major axis displaced from the nucleus. Reminescent of a 

small M31. (see RASC Finest NGC # 49) 53 49

36 N 3132 1:40 AM 2/1/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 3/10 5.75 19.55 SN-10

Bright, extended PN easy to discern its disk at 78x unfiltered. A very 

faint blue tint is perceived. The PN brightens towards the middle, and 

is very slightly oval. 127x shows slightly more oblateness, but cannot 

see 8 separate arcs, for which the "Eight Burst Nebula" named was 

coined.  Central condensation is fleeting (with seeing) at this low 

altitude (12 deg). 74

37 N 3201 1:50 AM 2/1/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 3/10 7/10 5.75 19.51 SN-10

This GC is a large fuzzy spot just N of a star used in the hop on PSA 

chart 39.  The inner half (or more) is unresolved at 127x and 169x. 

Higher magnifications help little for this low (6 deg!) object. Conc 

Class about 8, but hard to see enough detail.  This large GC is probably 

a splendor at the right latitude. 79

38 N 3242 3:45 AM 1/3/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 8/10 5.75 20.15 SN-10

Big and bright PN as compared to several other PN! This Ghost of 

Jupiter is not as large as Jupiter, but its shape and relative brightness 

fit well with the name. No structure seen at 78x to 254x. Blue-green 

color, and no central star. O III did not reveal any other features, it 

just increased contrast by knocking down the stars and background. 

[RASC Finest NGC #50]. 59 50

39 N 3626 5:05 AM 1/31/2009 Back porch 7/10 7/10 5.3 19.29 SN-10

Round, faint hazy patch with stellar core at 78x.  Had to use UA Chart 

73 to confirm, and galaxy hopped from 3607/8/5. N 3626 at 169-254x 

has a stellar core slightly offset (biased to the W) from the centroid of 

the glow. 40

40 N 4038 2:45 AM 2/1/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 7/10 5.75 20.07 SN-10

This pair of galaxies is seen as a moderately faint glow, but easily 

found at 78x under the current skies (probably not so at home). 127x 

barely shows an irregular shape; it is difficult to tell this is a pair of 

interacting galaxies.  Central condensations in sketch are more 

prominent than visual impression. The galaxy 4038 (northern one) 

gradually brightens toward a non-stellar, weak core. [RASC 74] 60

41 N 4039 2:45 AM 2/1/2009

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 7/10 5.75 20.07 SN-10

This pair of galaxies is seen as a moderately faint glow, but easily 

found at 78x under the current skies (probably not so at home). 127x 

barely shows an irregular shape; it is difficult to tell this is a pair of 

interacting galaxies.  Central condensations in sketch are more 

prominent than visual impression. The galaxy 4039 (southern one) is a 

faint, fuzzy attachment to the brighter N 4038. [RASC 74] 61

42 N 4236 3:30 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.10 SN-10

Had to use UA Chart #13 to locate this galaxy.  It is a large diffuse glow 

with averted vision at 78x, and is lost with direct vision.  127x allows 

direct vision to hold the galaxy, which gradually brightens to a weak 

diffuse center as seen at 169-254x.  There is a faint star (m12-13) just 

N of nucleus. 3

43 N 4244 4:15 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.24 SN-10

Found at 78x using PSA charts. Too faint for 8x50 finder. This galaxy is 

a faint, highly elongated streak that stands out better when jiggling 

the scope or using averted vision.  169x begins to show a 

concentrated core (78x and 127x showed only a general brightening). 

But the core is non-stellar at all powers up to max (339x). Impression 

is weaker than the drawing. [RASC Finest NGC #61]. 26 51
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44 N 4449 3:57 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.13 SN-10

Readily found at 78x using PSA to position via the 8x50 finder (though 

not seen in the finder). This galaxy is bright and has an irregular shape 

with the brightest section displaed from the center of the outer glow.  

Non-stellar at 78x, the core becomes stellar at 127x.  The nucleus 

seems mottled at 127x, moreso at 169x-245x. (339x lost too much 

light).  High magnifications show a faint star where the drawing has a 

side extension. [RASC Finest NGC #62]. 21 62

45 N 4559 5:25 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.13 SN-10

This galaxy is a weak large glow embedded with stars and was picked 

up at 78x while sweeping.  127x shows a mottled, mostly round large 

nebulous region.  127x shows a brightening to a faint but stellar core, 

with faint regions almost disconnected.  Impression of a face-on spiral 

with gaps, but no spiral arms could be traced. Higher power (254x) 

shows a knot that looks like the nucleus west of the actual core. 

[RASC Finest NGC #71]. 36 71

46 N 4565 5:45 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.12 SN-10

Awesome, bright elongated streak obvious at 78x. Not seen in finder 

(but I have before). At 78x, the galaxy has a gradual brightening 

toward the center to a non-stellar core. The outer reaches are best 

with averted vision / scope rocking.  127x shows a faint stellar core 

separate from the nearby faint star to the N.  169x shows some 

brightness gradient quickly brightening to a stellar core. Similarly at 

254x. [RASC Finest NGC #72]. 38 72

47

N 4631

N 4627 5:05 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.27 SN-10

This galaxy is a faint but obvious streak at 78x seen while moving the 

scope.  Direct vision easily holds the galaxy, but averted vision shows 

more of the fainter reaches: very elongated! The companion N 4627 is 

a fuzzy extended patch to the N with no condensation at the core. 

[RASC Finest NGC #64]. 32 64

48 N 4889 5:55 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.12 SN-10

Faint and hard to see at 78x, but the detailed UA chart closeup A8 

confirms the precise location.  Once found with averted vision, direct 

vision holds this galaxy at the center of the Coma Cluster. 127x shows 

moderate brightening toward a non-stellar weak center, and a mostly 

circular outer region. There is a hint of a weak stellar core at 254x. 35

49 N 5005 4:40 AM 2/5/2009 Back porch 5/10 8/10 5.1 19.31 SN-10

This galaxy is obvious at 78x, its center is bright and has a stellar core 

offset slightly to one side of the elongated glow.  At 127x, the central 

stellar core is stronger, and the outer regions are slightly asymmetric 

with the eastern side only slightly more pronounced.  169x shows 

similar appearance.  254x hints at a darker region (a dust lane?) on 

the N side. [RASC Finest NGC #66]. 29 66

50 N 6543 10:50 PM 9/23/2008 Back porch 7/10 7/10 5 19.05 SN-10

Star hop from the naked eye stars f and c Dra using 12x80 finder to 

set location, and found blue-green dot in correct spot.  Pale colors in 

the eyepiece.  Oval shape at 78x and 127x.  The lobe on the S side 

became apparent at higher magnifications (particularly at 339x = 

max), but this feature is very faint. Though not a standout, high 

magnifications show a central star.  Some interior structure is evident, 

as voids or weaker regions within the oval. The photographic 

entwined helix is not seen, but definate regions of non-uniformities 

show with averted vision. [RASC Finest NGC #89]. 6 89

51 N 6729 7:48 PM 10/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 3/10 6/10 4.4 19.55 SN-10

Small nebulous region (about an arc minute) that has a stellar center 

at 78x (13mm) and 127x (8mm). Sits next to a star (HIP93449, m=11.6) 

of slightly greater visibility (easier to see - not necessarily magnitude). 

In same fov with N 6723 (GC, see below) at 127x (8mm Ethos, true 

fov=47'). 68

52 N 6826 1:00 AM 7/3/2008 by garage 4 6 4.6 19.20 DS-16

Blinking effect arising from averted vision only seen at 33x - higher 

mags show prominent disk. However, the blue-green disk seemed 

smaller at 239x than at 141x.  O III filter really knocked down 

background and increased contrast. No central star or exterior 

features - a fairly symmetric, uniformly bright disk. 15
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52 N 6826 9:55 PM 9/18/2008

Backyard 

3/5 3/5 5.9 18.90 SN-10

Found by locating naked eye star 16 Cyg, which is an easy double with 

the 24mm (42x). PN is a non-stellar extended region, and averted 

vision showed only minor "blinking."  O III filter gains contrast 

considerably ("pops").  Unfiltered, the PN's blue-green color is most 

obvious at low powers (42x and 127x), but still a hint at 169x through 

339x.  The core becomes stellar at 169x, but moreso at 339x (central 

star). A hint of some structure beyond the central condensation was 

seen with averted vision (drawn as darker areas on the sketch, but 

show exaggerated). [RASC Finest NGC #97]. 15 97

53 N 6822 8:15 PM 10/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 3/10 6/10 4.4 19.55 SN-10

Barnard's Galaxy is very faint, and is moderately large (though seen 

smaller than 15' published value). Used 8x50 finder to place scope at 

proper spot, but had to use the Uranometria (chart #125) and the 

nearby PN N 6818 (same fov) plus faint stars to locate the galaxy.  At 

78x, N 6822  is very tenuous. Large size results in low surface 

brightness.  127x shows it slightly easier, but still very faint. 57

54 N 6888 9:25 PM 9/18/2008 Hex Pad 3/5 3/5 5.9 18.90 SN-10

Used O III filter to pick up this faint arc. Star hop from Sadr using PSA 

to get to the proper field. The lop-sided diamond asterism was 

located, and a faint arc joins two of the stars. The nebula is slightly 

thicker near the northern star.  Much fainter than the drawing implies 

- smudges only! [RASC Finest NGC #98]. 27 98

55 N 6885 10:10 PM 10/12/2008 Back porch 6/10 5/10 3.5 17.60 SN-10

Loose OC with about 2 dozen stars surrounding the bright 20 Vul. The 

irregular shaped OC has its centroid south of the star, but surrounds 

it. Spans across about half of the 47' fov diameter of the 8mm Ethos. 37

55 N 6885 8:35 PM 10/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 4/10 7/10 4.4 19.55 SN-10

OC seen in 8x50 finder as a star.  78x shows standout star dominating 

the field with about 50 more stars taking at least a fourth of the 

13mm Ethos fov (77'/4).  View at 127x (8mm) shows more than 75 

stars of varying magnitude. N 6882 is nearby. 37

56 N 6934 10:30 PM 10/12/2008 Back porch 6/10 5/10 3.5 17.60 SN-10

This GC in Del is a bright, small ball. Mottled appearance with stars 

almost resolved to about half way towards the center at 127x (8mm).  

Concentration Class 7. Stellar core. Higher magnification shows a little 

more resolved stars towards center, and stellar core nature is 

softened (using the 3-6mm TV zoom; 169-339x). 47

57 N 6946 11:30 PM 10/4/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field 4/10 7/10 5.4 20.17 SN-10 Included on write-up for RASC #107 Finest NGC 12

57 N 6946 11:55 PM 10/4/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 4/10 7/10 5.4 20.05 SN-10

This galaxy is in the same fov as thy OC N 6939 at 78x, if placed on the 

edge. The galaxy is a large, faint, fuzzy area that is about as large as 

the OC. At 127x, the galaxy has several foreground stars covering its 

face.  No central core seen. Faint indications of curving structures 

(spiral arms?) were only very fleeting; maybe they are just strings of 

faint foreground stars. [RASC Finest NGC #108]. 12 108

58 N 6960 1:10 AM 7/3/2008 by garage 4 6 4.6 19.37 DS-16

Cygnus loop not seen at 33x when centered on 52 Cyg w/o filter.  The 

O III filter is the SECRET!  The loop section running by 52 Cyg stood out 

immediately.  The inflections and curves were obvious with direct 

vision.  Slew to other half, and ran into the middle part which is not as 

easy to see as either edge. Finally, it is an easy target! 34

58 N 6960 11:55 PM 7/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6 5 5 20.10 TV101

Easy to aim (52 Cyg naked eye star is coincident to SN remnant), but 

saw nothing in white light.  Easy to see with OIII filter.  Both parts 

(N6960 & 6992) are in same 3.6-deg fov with Meade 24mm (23x). 

N.6960 is the fainter of the two. N6960 has curved shape just by 52 

Cyg, and has thickness that tapers somewhat along its length. 34
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58 N 6960 9:40 PM 9/17/2008 Back porch 4 4 4.25 18.42 SN-10

FIRST LIGHT for SN10. 17mm Nagler (60x) with O III filter showed this 

section of the Veil easily. The 17.6-day Moon was up 18 deg above the 

horizon, but was 70 degrees away from the Veil. Direct vision traced 

the dominant N section about halfway across the 1.37-deg field of 

view.  As warned, the mount is very shaky if slew is set to max (#9) 

speed (2.4 deg/s) or even #8 (1.5 deg/s).  The scope wiggles as it is 

focused, and the focuser is barely functional (but it is).  It takes a 

ginger touch to point and focus.  The views are wonderful, but coma is 

apparent at the 100-deg fov of the Ethos (8mm = 127x) and the 13mm 

Ethos (78x). Nothing a new focuser and other "kit scope" fixit items 

can't remedy! 34

58 N 6960 8:35 PM 9/18/2008

Backyard 

3/5 3/5 5.9 18.90 SN-10

Veil Nebula section that runs through 52 Cyg (the western part). Using 

O III filter, the section N of 52 Cyg is stronger and easily seen. The part 

S of 52 was also easily seen, but it is much fainter than the N section. 

The nebulosity splits into two main sections, and becomes very faint 

and fades away. [RASC Finest NGC # 99a]. 34 99

59 N 6992 11:55 PM 7/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6 5 5 20.08 TV101

At 23x with the OIII filter, N6992 looked like fluffy pieces of cotton. 

13mm Ethos (42x) worked well on both parts when the OIII filter was 

used.   The puffy sections turned to groups of ill-defined wispy 

filamentary streaks in N6992. 8mm (68x) gave no improvement - lost 

too much light with OIII, I guess. 33

59 N 6992/5 9/17/2008 Back porch 4 4 4.25 18.42 SN-10

The brighter section of the Veil was easy to pick out with the O III 

filter. It extended nearly across the 1.37-deg fov of the 17mm Nagler 

(60x).  Found by just sweeping N and "away from Cyg" (E) from N 

6960. 33

59 N 6992/5 9:10 PM 9/18/2008

Backyard 

3/5 3/5 5.9 18.90 SN-10

Located by scanning mostly N and some E from the other half of the 

Veil (6960) - this section is just a scant fov away from the other part 

using the 24mm eyepiece.  With the O III filter, the nebula jumps right 

out. Neighbors lights came on during this observation, but the nebula 

is still seen.  Almost covers the entire fov. [RASC Fnest NGC #99b]. 33 99

59 N 6992/5 8:01 PM 11/23/2008

Colonial Pkwy,

Indian Field 6/10 5/10 5.5 19.99 SN-10

Many filaments seen at the end of the brighter parts of the Cygnus 

Loop (but harder to locate w/o 52 Cyg as a guide). 33

60 N 7000 11:55 PM 10/2/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 5/10 8/10 5.6 20.27 SN-10

Splotchy puffs across the fov, concentrated areas are quickly and 

easily seen using the O III filter. Further reaches of this EN are subtle, 

but the extent exceeds the fov. Moving the scope reveals that other 

sections have obvious concentrations also. Only the brighter parts 

were visible unfiltered. The O III filter was tried with the naked eye, 

and some shaping of the N American nebula was seen (1x). The 12x80 

finder with the O III also showed the nebula.  H-beta filter also 

improved the view compared to unfiltered, but not as markedly as the 

O III. 20 100

61 N 7006 9:40 PM 10/19/2008 Backyard 6/10 7/10 5 19.20 SN-10

Star hop from diamond head of Delphinus to a diamond-with-center-

star asterism toward the E. Not seen in 8x50 finder. Easily picked up at 

78x (13mm), where this GC is a fuzzy ball with stellar core and no 

stars resolved. 127x shows condensed but non-stellar core: Conc Class 

8. Higher magnification (169-339x) shows a mottled center and 

several stars at edge of cluster, but still not resolved to center. 42

62 N 7023 9:50 PM 10/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 4/10 7/10 4.75 20.11 SN-10

Located the 7th magnitude star that marks the Reflection Nebula in 

8x50 finder (weak field - easy to pick out). Nebulosity surrounds the 

star, with a bit more visible on the S side (towards a faint nearby star). 

Central star may have glare factor. O III and H-beta did little - best 

unfiltered. 4

63 N 7009 11:45 PM 9/27/2008 Back porch 3/10 4/10 19.24 SN-10

13mm (78x) shows non-stellar disk, greenish, bright. No sign of ansae. 

169x shows sign of ansae in approx E-W direction, but it may mere be 

the elongation (major axis). No central star or other structure. O III 

showed no more details: better contrast, but dimmer. [RASC Finest 

NGC #1] 55 1

63 N 7009 12:30 AM 7/27/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6 5 5 20.08 TV101

At 10x, this PN is bright but stellar.  42x shows the disk, and the OIII 

filter improves contrast.  90x-180x zoom with and without OIII did not 

reveal the namesake ansae, but a hint of elongation in the E-W 

direction was seen. 55
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64 IC 5146 9:15 PM 10/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 4/10 7/10 4.75 20.11 SN-10

Used 13mm (78x) to position to proper spot, once finder was set 

using 2 pairs of m7 stars that point toward the Cocoon Nebula (Pocket 

SA 73).  O III filter shows faint nebulosity with 4 embedded stars to N 

and W of host NW star.  H-b filter shows very faint nebulosity (O III is 

better - though still not obvious).  127x shows nebulosity better (with 

O III).  Mostly round with some darker regions - like a fainter M97. 19

65 N 7243 9:15 PM 10/23/2008 Back porch 5/10 5/10 5.25 18.95 SN-10

Seen in 8x50 finder as a fuzzy region N of a triangle of stars.  At 78x 

(13mm Ethos), this rich OC fills about 30% of the fov. Widely spread, 

the OC contains about 100 stars with a nice matched (in brightness) 

double at the center.  Three other standouts.  At 127x, there are 

about 150 to 200 stars, but the OC fills the fov making it less 

distinctive from the background as was seen at 78x. 16

66 N 7293 1:00 AM 7/27/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 6 5 4.7 19.40 TV101

The elusive Helix showed maybe a hint of itself at 10x with the OIII 

(nothing without the filter), but only by knowing exactly where to look 

(Uranometria 142). At 42x with the OIII, a very faint moderate size 

smudge (but only a portion of its full 12' size - probably just the 

brighter part of the ring) is seen with averted vision.  Direct vision 

held it only fleetingly. No stars seen at PN w/ OIII - some were seen 

w/o OIII, but then nebulosity is gone. mvis =4.7 (k Cap) 63

66 N 7293 12:35 AM 9/28/2008 Back porch 3/10 5/10 5.1 19.25 SN-10

The Helix PN is a large diffuse glow at 78x. N edge slightly more 

pronounced. Center of PN seems slightly darker, but the general 

impression is of a nearly uniform large disk. Several stars seen inside 

and beside the PN, but nothing at the center. The end of the PN 

seems to flare out some. All with the O III filter - saw nothing without 

it (excepting the stars, which show better unfiltered). Nothing 

unfiltered of the nebulosity, so no color detected. [RASC Finest NGC 

#2]. 63 2

67 N 7331 1:30 AM 9/28/2009 Back porch 3/10 5/10 5.1 19.30 SN-10

Elongated spiral galaxy seen almost edge-on. Extends across about 

15% of the fov in a 12.7mm AR eyepiece. The egde towards the NE is 

sharper, but it is still soft. Brightens toward the center to a general 

level (not a stellar point, but a broad region of brightness). [RASC 

Finest NGC #3]. 30 3

68 Sh2-155 10:10 PM 10/26/2008

Colonial Pkwy 

Indian Field

-76.5561

+37.2683 4/10 7/10 4.75 20.11 SN-10

The Cave Nebula is a very faint glow near a reddish star at 78x and 

127x.  Dim and difficult to define shape (irregular). At 127x (8mm), it 

takes up about 10% of the fov as a splotchy variation in background 

brightness (I checked for dewing!). No hint of the dark cave feature. 9

69 N 7479 10:10 PM 10/23/2008 Back porch 5/10 5/10 5.25 18.95 SN-10

This is the faintest of the three galaxies seen tonight (N 7217, 7448, 

this one). Barely seen at 78x as a fuzzy spot. 127x shows circular 

region with no condensation. N of a faint star, that is N of a brighter 

star. 44

70 N 7635 10:55 PM 10/19/2008

Backyard 

6/10 7/10 5 19.16 SN-10

Very faint nebulosity to one side (N) of star.  O III shows weak regions 

may surround star.  Much less prevalent than shown in sketch, the EN 

had no discernable color, and no interior stars at 78x and 127x.  

Higher powers (169-339x) revealed nothing more. Hint of a dark 

channel running through the nebula was sensed on occasion, but only 

with averted vision with O III filter.(sketch see RASC #4) 11 4

71 N 7662 1:10 AM 10/13/2008 Back porch 6/10 5/10 3.5 17.63 SN-10

Bright blue oval at 78x (13mm) - easy object. At 127x (8mm), the PN's 

disk showed a darker center.  Structure In the form of bright arcs was 

evident using the 3-6mm zoom (169-339x), especially on north side.  

External star seen to N side about 1.5 PN diameters away. O III shows 

no more (but is higher contrast). No central star. See RASC Finest NGC 

#11 22 11
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